The purpose of this paper is to examine what factors make an individual, exporting firm choose to denominate its price(s) in the same currency for multiple markets in different countries. The unique model herein maintains an endogenous frequency of price adjustment, price discrimination and currency of denomination. The representative firm is likely to choose a global price (one price in one currency for all countries) based mostly on macro economic and industryspecific characteristics. Exchange rate transaction costs, exchange rate volatility and market size consistently impact the optimality of the use of a global currency. Abstract: In July 2005, the Chinese Government unpegged the RMB from the US dollar. As the RMB has followed a remarkably predictable appreciation over time, I examine the price of Chinese exports to the USA after unpegging the exchange rate. Results suggest that the Chinese industries with greater import market share were able to raise their prices after the removal of the pegged exchange rate regime; however, over time there is a significant deflationary trend. Chinese export prices tended to decrease under an unanticipated RMB appreciation; this effect was more pronounced for industries with more pricing flexibility. This suggests that Chinese exporters are consistently "pricing to market" and thus creating a significant foreign exchange policy implication. Specifically, a more flexible exchange rate regime will likely have little impact on the prices of Chinese exports to the USA but might increase the profit volatility of Chinese firms.
"The Currency Denomination of Trade and Price Discrimination: The Euro after European Union Expansion", Economic Systems, 33/3, September 2009, pp 245-258.
Abstract: If a country's imports are invoiced in a foreign currency then the import prices paid by consumers, and the importing country's inflation rate, are vulnerable to exchange rate movements. Using a unique multiple market model I exam a representative firm's currency denomination decision when selling to different countries. The simulation studies the impact of EU expansion on the currency denomination of trade. Results suggest that when preferences are similar across countries EU expansion decreases the likelihood of price discrimination and could decrease the use of the euro as an invoicing currency in the original EU's imports. 
"Asian Exchange Rates during the Credit Crisis: Policies to Avoid Depreciation" (Forthcoming -Global Economic Review)
Abstract: Examining intra-Asian exchange rates during the most recent credit crisis a few policy recommendations become apparent to avoid depreciation relative to other regional currencies. One, avoid large fiscal deficits. Two, build large official reserves or, more importantly, build large reserves of foreign currency assets. Third, avoid high inflation and current account deficits in order to maintain low interest rates to avoid depreciation from the unwinding of the carry trade. Additional results show an unexplained depreciation of the Australian dollar and the Indian rupee and appreciation of the Thai baht as the TED spread widened and credit crisis worsened.
"Female Labor, Western Culture and Growth in the Gulf Cooperation Council Countries" (under review)
Abstract: Using per capita spending on imported U.S. books to approximate for western cultural sentiment, I find a positive relationship between the female percentage of total labor and per capita U.S. book expenditures in Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) countries. The estimates herein suggest that an increase in western cultural sentiment equivalent to an additional $1 per person spent on U.S. books would raise the female percentage of total labor by 1.5% in a given GCC country. Additionally, a 1% increase in the female percentage of total labor creates GDP growth equivalent to a 2% increase in the international price of oil.
"How did the Credit Crisis of 2008 Impact European Exchange Rates?" (under review)
Abstract: During the recent credit crisis, European currencies tended to depreciate when the domestic country had relatively high long term interest rates overshooting traditional uncovered interest rate parity. Absolute interest rate differentials not innovations to the interest rate differential drove the depreciation. The degree of the crisis, as measured by the TED spread, amplified this effect. Current account deficits, high inflation and external debt held by governments or by banks only indirectly drove depreciation by creating higher domestic interest rates. Additional to the interest rate effect, Hungary saw currency depreciation relative to other Eastern European currencies as the TED spread widened.
